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Our Story Pointr is a global leader in indoor location technology. Our mission is to deliver

reliable, scalable, and intuitive location experiences to connect people with and within

buildings across omnichannel Web, Mobile, and Kiosk platforms. Our Deep Location

platform has revolutionized the indoor positioning, smart building, and IoT markets. With

several Fortune 100 clients across 27 countries and more than 1,000+ buildings already, we

have promising plans for the years to come. We have distinguished ourselves in the

marketplace by growing around three core values: Ownership, Harmony, and Scale. These

values are at the heart of every role, as we collectively create the future of indoor

location technology. Role Overview  Pointr is looking for a Technical design supervisor who

works closely with a CTO and product leaders to leverage Pointr products to the next level.  

Key Responsibilities: Lead and manage the team effectively Define the strategy for how

Pointr approaches engineering, working across functions to ensure key stakeholders Plan

Pointr product roadmap along with CTO and CEO and ensure teams deliver in line with the

product roadmap agenda Prepare high-level technical design documents according to

documented business requirements Design UML diagrams and ensure our quality is top-tier

Schedule and execute coordination meetings with team leaders to maintain seamless

integration between Pointr products   Must have skills & qualifications  Experience managing

people and motivating team  Excellent understanding of Mobile SDK technologies +10 years

of experience working in engineering Good understanding of Backend technologies for high-

demand microservice architectures with distributed server setups High proficiency of Cloud

server providers and their capabilities Advanced understanding of product design
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fundamentals Expertise in Software development life cycle and methodologies  Flawless

communication skills Previous experience in a similar role within a technology company

Deep technology experience and interest (Engineering or Computer Science background is a

huge plus) Startup experience and ability to work in a fast-paced environment We offer 

Supportive, kind (no-ego), and smart team Relaxed and comfortable office in Bomonti,

Istanbul, or Mahall, Ankara Hybrid work (2 days in the office) International environment and

inclusive culture Competitive base salary and attractive stock options 5 days of paid leave in

your first year Company-paid parental leave Unlimited meal card on office days  Private

health care (Allianz Orange+ package) #LI-HYBRID Powered by JazzHR
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